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EmdeFN: a probable early settler of Zuerich said to be fromUC Wald? (Lk147). For possible 1798 see
Mai1798:Zr.
Emer{A.Maria aka frau Lechner}: she was in the 1798 Zug census (Zg18) with her Lechner husband
who was said to have come from Luzern colony; neither one has been found in an FSL, so she
may have been a Zug first settler.
Emer{Johannes} said by Recruiter Beauregard’s list to have been fromUC Orb (Lk155). For 1767 see
T1884. I could not find this him or any obvious descendants in Mai1798. (Lk68).
Emerdorfer?: this mother-in-law was said by the Dobrinka FSL to be living in a Hueber household
fromUC Selinger(?), Durlach.
EmerichFN: said by the1798 Ernestinendorf census to be the maiden name of frau Becker{Johann}
{Mai1798:Sh40).
Emerich FN{August}: said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL (#26) to be fromUC Wippenbach?, HessenKassel(sic) [Landgraviate]. I could not find members of this family in Mai1798.
EmerichFN: also see Emrich.
EmertFN{Martin}: said by the Messer FSL (#30) and by Kulberg74 to be fromUC Ansbach (no locality
mentioned). Not found in T. In 1798 the family name was spelled Emmert (Mai1798:Ms12).
EmgerFN: see Imherr.
EmichFN{J.Nicolaus}: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC [Hessen-]Darmstadt. For 1798 see
Mai1798: Pl22.
EmichFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Ichtebeck? Amt.
Emich FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Rottau.
EmigFN: said by the 1798 Schaefer census to be the maiden name for frau Knaup (Mai1798:Sf17).
EmmelFN: see Emmol.
Emmendingen [Amt]GL, Baden: is 9 miles N of Freiburg city, and was a District administrative center.
EmmerichFN{Friedrich}: said by the Neidermonjou FSL (#53) to be fromUC Rothein?. Spelled Emich
and Emerich in 1798 (Mai1798:Kd19?).
EmmerichFN{ Jonas }: said by the Paulskaya FSL (#118} to be fromUC Hanau (no lcality mentioned). It
is possible that this was a variation of Emich.
Emmerich{Balthasar}: KS126 said he was fromUC Great-Umstadt near Dieburg. I did not find him in
any FSL or in Mai1798.
EmmerichFN: also see Emrich and Emerich.
Emmerling?FN: said by the Messer FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).
EmmershausenGL, [Nassau-Usingen Principality]: is some 6 miles WNW of Usingen city, and said by

the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Hardt family.
Emmert : see Emert.
Emmol{A.Margarethe} fromUC Mockstadt married in Buedingen Mueller{J.Ernst} fromUC Burgbracht
on 14 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#647). KS126 and 146 gave her name as Emmel.
Emrich?FN{Friedrich}: said by the Boaro FSL (#171) to be fromUC Dresden (no locality mentioned). This
might be Emerich? I could not find this family under either name in the 1798 Volga censuses.
Emrich{A.Katharina}FN: listed in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list as the wife of
Keller{J.Heinrich} (pb26).
EmsGL: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Hepp family. This may be Bad Ems some 6
miles SE of Koblenz.
EmsenFN: said by the Rosenort FSL to be a friend living in the Siemens household.
EnFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Halle. I could not find this family in the 1798 Volga
censuses.
EnFN: also see Enns.
Enachenzerl? GL: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to the Mueller{Nicholas}
family. Might this be Eichenzell 4 miles S of Fulda city?
Enders/EndtersFN{Johannes}: and his Fischer wife {A.Maria} were parents to a son with the same name
who was baptized in Luebeck 17 May 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#1290). On 19 July 1766
Enders{Johann & Anna} and 4 offspring had arrived in Russia, he said to be fromUC Darmstadt
(Kulberg2590). Not found in T. By 1767 the Enders with 2 offspring had settled at Krasnoyar
FSL #74, he said to be fromUC Gruenberg, Darmstadt. Not found in Mai1798.
EndersFN: said by the 1798 census to be the maiden name of frau Kaempf of Urbach (Mai1798:Sk31).
Enders{name not given}: KS126 went to Enders.
EndersVV: (aka Ust-Karaman) is a Lutheran German village founded in 1765 on the eastern side of the
Volga. Its FSL is now published in Pleve, Einwanderung …, vol.I, pp. 381-393. According to
this, the first settlers were f0000rom the following places {italics indicate information from the
Kuhlberg list} with the family names shown here in parens. Other spellings of family names,
usually from later sources are in square brackets. Verified origin information is in red. The
number with the family name is their FSL household number:
from Bern, Schweiz: (Kraus9);
from Bischtau?, Holstein: (Erenstramin?22);
from Bizau?, Mecklenburg: (frau Petersen28);
from Brenha: Berns[Behrens]4);
from Breslau, Schlesien: (Reiher33);
from Dahlenberg, Preussen: (Stenaben?29);
from Donau?, Hannover: (Klaudi?36);
from Durlach: (frau Belzig?30, frau Kifler?[Keibler] the widow Kolberg nee Riesch21);
from Flensburg, Holstein: (Endersen32);
from Guben, Sachsen: (Fleming[Flemming]34);
from Isenburg-Buedingen: (Pril[Piel]38, Zitner[Sittner]37);
from Kengi?, Holstein: [Brant[Brandt]19, and possibly Kelchner19a);
from Kiel, Holstein: (Endersen[Andersen]6,7,8);
from Klein, Holstein: (Fallendorf?[Wollendorf]27);
from Kloster Lichter?, Wittenberg: (Gitle?[Hitler]14);
from Kolberg, Preussen: (Kaiser3);
from Kopenhagen, Daenemark: Petersen[Peterson]1);
from Krakau, Polen: (frau Berkenstock11);
from Krenreaus?, Polen: (Brozmann/Kratz?24a);
from Krestwin?, Schweden: (Rosenquist5);
from Kuntersbleim?, Leidinsk?: Britenfeld?35);
from Kurpfalz: (Kraft25, and possibly Kifler25a);
from Lanz, Witteberge: (frau Gitle?14, (Ming[Meng]12);
from Liepe?, Preussen: (frau Ming12);
from Lissenburg?, Frankreich: (frau Dotz24);
FN

from Luebeck: (Petersen28, Sond39, von Bracken?20);
from Malbrun?, Wuerttemberg: (Rieger40);
from Mitau, Kurland: (Lionier?2);
from Neubrandenburg, Mecklenburg: (Ritter10);
from Neustadt, Wernburg: see Wernburg below:
from Paterburg: (frau Kraft nee Kifler?25);
from Paterburg, Katelbusch?: (Kifler?[Kiebler]21);
from Paterburg, Kennlinsk?: (Kifler?[Kiebler]17);
from Prenzlau, Brandenburg: (Dietz16);
from Rilik, Daenemark: (frau Lionier?2);
from Saratov: (frau Rosenquist5);
from Schilbor?, Herrbrass: (frau Buschmann15);
from Schleswig-Holstein: (Belzig?29a,30, frau Fleming34, Luzaft?[Lutzhoff]23), frau
Stenaben?29);
from Stockholm, Schweden: (Berkenstock11, Dotz[Totz]24, Kiwet?[Kiewit]13, frau
Reiher33);
from Stollberg, Sachsen: (Buschmann15);
from Strausberg, Sachsen: (Kronstan?13, frau Kiwet? the widow Konstan?13a);
from Stuttgart: (Ludwig31);
from Suni?, Schweden: (frau Endersen6);
from Teterow, Mecklenburg: (Schniker?26);
from Tilsit, Preussen: Asterowskij?18);
from Tosrei?, Sachsen: (frau Erenstramin?22);
from Wernburg, Neustaedt[er Kreis, Kursachsen]: (frau Brant19, and possibly Kelchner19a);
from Zweibruecken: (frau Berns4).
EndersbachGL, Waiblingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is some 3 miles ESE of Waiblingen city, and proven
by GCRA to be home to Albrecht, Lang, Nuding{Jakob}, Schmid, and Stroebel{Friedrich}
families that went to Glueckstal; as well as home to the Kuhnle woman who became the 2nd frau
Gugel in Bergdorf. See the GCRA book for more details.
Endersen FN{H.Friedrich}: said by the Enders FSL (#7} to be fromUC Kiel, Holstein. KS126 said
Ernerten was an alternate spelling and that he was accompanied by his wife and 3 children ages
18, 17 and 9. Was brother to{J.August} (EEE p.391) The family name in 1798 was spelled
Andersen (Mai1798:En3,29).
Endersen FN{J.August}: Danish records say he was fromUC Moorsee bei Kiel, Holstein Duchyand in 1763
lived at #14 “Bellevüe” in Colony G8 “Friderichsholm”, Gottorf Amt, being last registered in
Denmark in Nov 1764 (EEE p.391, for more see that). KS:82 and 126 say this party of 5 fromUC
Kiel. In 1764 they were sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported
under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. Was brother to {H.Friedrich} and
{J.Friedrich} (EEE pp.391-92). Said by the Enders FSL (#6) to be fromUC Kiel, Holstein. The
family name in 1798 was spelled Andersen (Mai1798:En3,29).
EndersenFN: frau Endersen{J.August}: was said by the Enders FSL (#6) to be fromUC Suni?, Schweden.
Endersen FN{J.Friedrich}: said by the Enders FSL (#8) to be fromUC Kiel, Holstein. Was a brother to
{J.August} (EEE pp. 391-92). The family name in 1798 was spelled Andersen
(Mai1798:En3,29).
EndersenFN{Zorn}: said by the Enders FSL (#32} to be fromUC Flensburg, Holstein.
Endingen: an unidentified place said by the Preuss FSL to be home to a Zweigat? family. This might be
Endingen, Baden-Wuerttemberg, some 31 miles S of Strasbourg.
EndorfGL: an unidentified place said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be homeUC to a Gebauer family. There
were at least 6 Endorfs in the Germanies.
EndlichFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Johann-Georgenstadt, Sachsen. Also spelled
Englikh (Mai1798:Mv1166).
EndressFN{A.Cunigunda|: married Leicht {J.Henrich}in Buedingen 3 March 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#360 & KS142). On 19 July 1766 they arrived in Russia, he said to be from
Darmstadt (Kulberg2588). Later in 1766 in Oranienbaum Lieck{Johann & Anna} and a

daughter took transport for the Volga (T2628-2630). By 1767 Leicht{J.Heinrich & Regina}, no
child, had settled at Krasnoyar FSL #7, he said to be fromUC Darmstadt and she fromUC
Mannheim, Kurpfalz. In 1798 {Heinrich} was widowed, registered in Krasnoyar but working
in Kind (Mai1798:Ks24).
EndtersFN: this family name was found recorded in Schotten parish records for many generations prior to
1767; see Flegel trip.
EndtersFN: go to Enders.
Enerhof(?)GL, is an unidentified locality which, according to the Frank FSL, was in the state of HessenDarmstadt and was homeUC to a Guenther family.
Enflender?FN: said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be Schwarz. I could not find this family in the 1798
Volga censuses.
Eng FN: said by the Warenburg FSL to be fromUC Eschbach, Runkel. I could not find them in Mai1798.
Engard FN: see Erhart.
EngelFN: said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned) and to
have married in Oranienbaum a Heinrich woman.
EngelFN{Heinrich}: said by the Balzer FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no state or locality identified) with a
Heil mother-in-law in the household. The maiden name of the wife was given as Heil in 1798
(Mai1798:Bz7) and (Bz18) for else in this family line.
EngelFN{Heninrich}:said by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Neunhof.
EngelFN {Adam}: said (no locality mentioned) by the Boregard FSL to be fromUC Schierstein. The 1798
Boregard census gives the wife’s maiden name as Mattern (Mai1798:Bo34).
EngelFN{Wilhelm}: listed in 1798 at Mueller #03, having moved there from Galka. According to his
widowed mother’s passport she brought him and his younger [elder?] brother from Hailer,
Isenburg-Meerholz County in 1773 (File:sheet 24).
EngelFN{J.Heinrich}: listed in 1798 at Galka #27. According to his widowed mother’s passport she
brought him and his younger brother from Hailer, Isenburg-Meerholz County in 1773
(File:sheet 24).
EngelFN: said by the Grimm FSL to be fromUC Kurland.
EngelFN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Kutter FSL to be fromUC Isenburg. There is a high
probability that the records for this family are in Wolferborn parish – Dick Kraus.
EngelFN: said by the Laub FSL to be fromUC Kirsbach, Kurpfalz.
EngelFN: said by the Walter FSL to be fromUC Ottenberg, Stolberg County.
Engel{Heinrich}: KS126 says he was fromUC Isenburgischen. This might be the guy who was in Galka
#27 in 1798.
Engel{Konrad}: listed in the 1798 Luzern census as being from Wittmann (Mai1798:Lz7); found in no
FSL; likely first settler of Wittmann.
Engel{J.Adam}: I did not find them in Kulberg. They are a probable Zug first settler family said by
Recruiter Beauregard’s 1768 list (Lk74) to have been fromUC Orb. For 1775 and 1798 see
Mai1798:Mv3055 and Wm29.
Engel{Elisabeth}: married Erber{Johann}1 July 1766 in Luebeck [Mai&Marquardt#171]. I did not
find this couble in any published FSL or in Mai1798.
Engel{Phil.Ludwig}: KS126 says he was fromUC Darmstadt. I could not find him in any published FSL.
Engel{name??}: Ks126 says this person was from Leisenwald near Gelnhausen 1766
EngelFN: this family name was found recorded in two different Schotten parish records for many
generations prior to 1767 and in in Winterhausen marriage records 1760-1769; see Flegel trip.
EngelFN: also see Engelson.
EngelbardtFN: this family name was found recorded in Herborn parish records for many generations prior
to 1767; see Flegel trip.
EngelbertFN: said by the Preuss FSL to be fromUC Melem(?), Kelheim.
EngelbrechtFN: said by the Kutter FSL to be fromUC Hessen.
Engelbrecht FN: said by the Reinhard FSL to be fromUC Strainau?, Schweden. I could not find them in
Mai1798.
EngelerFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Elbing, Polen.
EngelhandszellGL, [Kur-]Bayern: said by the 1816 Glueckstal census to be homeUC to the Kalmbach

family that went to Glueckstal. No such place has been identified. KS:323 suggested it might be
Engelhardtzell?. There is also an Engelbarzell, Bavaria some 13 miles N of Staubing city.
EngelhardFN: all filed amongst Engelhardt.
EngelhardGL, Zdziechow [parish?], Posen Department, South Prussia: an unidentified place, probably
2-8 miles NNW of Gnesen, the Kreis center, said by the GCRA to be associated with the Lapp
and Sauter families in 1805.
EngelhardtFN{Christian}: Danish records say this Lutheran left Seckenheim, Heidelberg Oberamt,
Kurpfalz arriving at Fridericias, Juetland in May 1760 along with Voigt{Nicolaus}; he lived in
Colony J8 “Friderichshaab”, Coldinghuus Amt and was last recorded in Denmark in April 1763
(EEE pp.392-93, for more see that). Gerhard Lang proved that he was born about 1738 in
Seckenheim (today an eastern suburb of Mannheim) even though the Anton FSL (#11) said he
was fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz. He immigrated to Denmark (now SchleswigHolstein) settling in Veltenhof. In Fredericia, Denmark he married Albrecht{A.Barbara} who
had been born in 1741 in Heiligkreutz in the Odenwald (northeast of Schriesheim). Spelled
Engelhard and the maiden name of the wife was given as Albrecht in 1798 (Mai1798:An56 and
62).
EngelhardtFN: said by the Doenhof FSL to be fromUC Wuerzburg (no locality mentioned). Later spelled
Engelhard (Mai1798:Mv1165).
EngelhardFN{Sebastian}: Danish records say this Lutheran leftUC the region near Sulzfeld, Goeler von
Ravensburg Barony, Kanton Kraichgau, Schwäbischer Ritterkreis arriving at Flensburg,
Schleswig Royal Duchy in May 1762; with wife and 2 children they lived at #3 “Holsteins Hof”
in Colony F6 “Friderichsheide”, Gottorf Amt leaving in April 1765 (EEE p.392, for more see
that). Not found in anypublished FSL but the widow, {Catharina Elisabeth}was in the 1775
Grimm census #57. For 1798 see Mai1798:Gm145, Kf10).
EngelhardFN{Margaretha}: said by the Hildmann FSL to be the maiden name of frau Schumm.
EngelhardtFN: Curt Renz has found the church records for this Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia, family in
Hofenheim, Sinsheim Amt, Baden.
EngelhardtFN{Georg}: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Jakobsheim(?), Anspach. Also
spelled Engelhard.
Engelhardt/EngelhardFN{Eberhard}: married Rinsurs{M.Barbara} 11 April 1766 in Luebeck
(Mai&Marquardt#136). KS126 mistakenly said that the marriage was in Buedingen and that
they were headed for Boaro. On 31 May 1766 with wife {Barbara}and 2 children he arrived in
Russia, he said to be fromUC [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgraviate] (Kulberg628). Not found in
T. By 12 May 1766, he, wife {Margarethe Barbara} and 2 children had settled at Warenburg
FSL #29, which said he was fromUC Nieder-Ramstadt, [Hessen-]Darmstadt [Landgraviate].
By 1798 Engelhard was still living in Warenburg but with his new Moor wife {Christine} 3 of
her brothers (Mai1798:Wr96.120).
Engelhardt{Catharina Eva}: she married Steiger{Michael} in Luebeck in 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#13).
Later theysettled in Riebensdorf colony, Woronesh (EEE p.614).
Engelmann{J.Philip}: KS126 says he was fromUC Biskirchen near Wetzlar. I could not find him in any
published FSL
EngelhardFN: this family name was found recorded in Winterhausen marriage records 1760-1769; see
Flegel trip.
EngelhardtFN: this family name was found recorded in Kirburg marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel
trip.
EngelhardtzellGL, [Austria]: is on the Danube and long has been the border crossing into Bavaria. Some
parts of it might have been in Bavaria?? and been homeUC to the the Kalmbach family that went
to Glueckstal? See Engelhandszell.
EngelmannFN: said by the Dietel FSL to be fromUC Silberhaus, Nassau. Spelled Engellmann
(Mai1798:Dt40) and Engelmanson (Br1) in 1798.
EngelmannFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Waren, Mechlenburg.
Engelmann{SusannaE.}: Corine Hirt using LDS Film #493005 found that she was wife to
Reuter{J.Nicolaus} and mother to {J.Christoph) who settled in Kautz.
EngelmannFN: said by the Kukkus FSL to be fromUC Biskirchen, Braunfels.

EngelmannFN: said by the Laub FSL to be fromUC Eichenborn, Nassau-Weilburg; there was a step-son
Flach in the household. So frau Engelmann evidently was a former frau Flach.
EngelmannFN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Urbach FSL to be fromUC Sachsen-Weimar [Duchy].
For 1798 see Mai1798:St18 and 58..
EngelmannFN: his wife was said by the Urbach FSL to be fromUC Nordhausen [Imperial City]. For
1798 see Mai1798:St58,
EngelrodGL, [Riedesel Barony]: is 11 miles S of Alsfeld city, and said by the Ernestinendorf FSL to be
homeUC to a Roth family. Said by the Stephan FSL to be homeUC to a Mueller{Nicolaus} and a
Schaaf family; a Luebeck ML said this couple were both were bornUC “in the area of Riedesel”
which usually in such documents would mean the country called Riedesel. This is the same place
as the next entry.
EngelrodGL, Riedesel [Barony]: is some 14 miles SW of Schlitz city, some 7 miles SW of Lauterbach,
and said by the Kraft FSL to be homeUC to Koch, Krepp and Schreiner families. See Schlitz.
EngelrothGL, [Riedesel Barony]: said by the Schlitz ML to be home to the Damer woman who married a
Winteholder man in 1766; by 1767 this couple was in Boaro (Mai&Marquardt#744). Said by
the Schlitz ML to be homeUC to the Dechert woman who married in 1766 a Roth man; by 1767
this couple was in Boaro (Mai&Marquardt#746). Engelrod is an alternative spelling.
Engels{A.Catharina}: married Greuer{Adam} in Luebeck 16 Oct 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#40 and
KS124). Found in no later record.
EngelsohnFN: see Engelson.
EngelsonFN: listed by the 1816 Glueckstal census (KS:672, 255) with no origin. Using FHL(1,569,075),
the GCRA proved origin in Reutlingen, Reutlingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg. See the GCRA
book for more details. Also spelled Engelsohn, and most records use Engel.
EngelstaedterFN: said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Wasselheimburg, Strassburg with a
Wagner wife fromUC Hedersheim. Later spelled Engelstetter (Mai1798:Ka46).
EngelstaedterFN: his wife is said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be fromUC Hedersheim(?), Pfalz.
EngelstetterFN: see Engelstaedter.
EngelthalGL: see Friedberg.
EngenGL, Switzerland said by a Luebeck ML to be homeUC to a Buettner woman who married in 1766 a
Rosenberger man who settled in Neidermonjou (Mai&Marquardt#291). In those days
Schaffhausen was a part of Switzerland, and there was an Engen just 11 miles NE of
Schaffhausen … but it looks to have been in the Fuerstenberg Principality.
EnghienGL, Braband, Frankreich: evidently is 17 miles SW of Brussels city, said by the
Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Dubois family. But it is very doubtful that this was
French territory in the 1760’s.
EnglandGS: said (no locality mentioned) by the Bettinger FSL to be homeUC to a Paul family. Said (no
locality mentioned) by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to the Otzen? family. Said (with no
localiti indicated) by the Reinwald FSL to be homeUC to a Hildebrandt family, and perhaps to a
Seidel family. See also Brunswick.
EnglerFN: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC Mednsch?. For 1798 see Mai1798: Nm33??
EnglikhFN: see Endlich.
EngrafFN: said by the Rothammel FSL to be fromUC Momlingen, Kurmainz.
EngwaldFN said by the Schwab FSL to be fromUC Aldenburg?. I could not find members of this family in
Mai798.
Enheim, Bamberg [Bishopric][sic?]: said by the Seelmann FSL to be homeUC to a Langhaas family.
The only Enheim I can find is 48 km NW of Ansbach city and was then in Ansbach
Margraviate, not in Bamberg Bishopric.
EnikeFN: said by the Urbach FSL to be fromUC Barby, [Kur-]Sachsen. I could not find them in Mai1798.
EnikeFN: his wife was said by the Urbach FSL to be fromUC Busecker Tal, [Hessen-]Darmstadt
[Landgraviate].
EnnerichGL, Runkel: is 1 mile W of Runkel town, and said by the Kukkus FSL to be homeUC to an
Ilberg?/Ulberg family.
EnnersheimGL: a Woehrd ML says this was in in Franconia and was homeUC to a Hortmajer woman
who married in 1766 a Leykam man of Sommersdorf near Ansbach (Mai&Marquardt#779).

There is an Einersheim some 17 miles SE of Wuerzburg city.
EnnsFN: said by the 1798 Dietel census to be the maiden name of frau Kindvater.
Enrander?FN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be step-daughter in the Peter household. I could not find this
family in the 1798 Volga csnsuses.
Ensch{Konrad}: KS:82 and 126 say he, his wife and 4 children ages 17, 15,13 and 6 fromUC Anspach
(Stumpp noted that this is in the Taunus region of Hesse) in 1764 were sent on to the Saratov
area as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and
Cornet Rehbinder. I have not found them in any published FSL.
EnselFN: said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Hessen (no locality mentioned). Later spelled Eusel
(Mai1798:Nr159) and Eisel (Nr200). His wife’s maiden name was given by the 1798 Norka
census as Becker (Nr159).
EnselingerFN: he is said by the Mariental FSL to be fromUC Weissenburg, Frankreich and his wife is
said to be from Regensburg (no locality and no maiden name given). The family name was later
spelled Enslinger (Mai1798:Mt43).
EnsheimGL, Kurpfalz: an unidentified place said by the Kautz FSL to be the homeUC of a Bensel/Benzel
family. There are two prime candidates: Ensheim some 15 miles SW of Mainz, and Enzheim
some 21 miles SSW of Mainz.
EnslerFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Rackith.EnslingenGS: I can find no state by this name.
There was a village so named in Oettingen County some 7 miles W of Oettingen town.
EnslingerFN: see Enselinger.
EnsterFN: said (no locality mentioned) by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC [Kur]-Brandenburg. I
could not find this family in the 1798 censuses.
EnszFL: said by the Orloff FSL to be fromUC Margenau, Tiegenhoff Amt. Also spelled Enz.
EnszFN{Isaac}: said by the Rosenort FSL to be fromUC Heubuhden, Marienburg Amt. Also spelled Enz.
Entringen, Herrenberg Oberamt, Wuerttemberg: mistakenly said by KS:323 to be homeUC to the Daiss
family that went to Glueckstal. Proven by Curt Renz to be home to a Rieger family that settled
in Hoffnungstal, Bessarabia.
EntringenGL, Tuebingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 2 miles NW of Tuebingen city centre, and was
proven by the GCRA to be home to the Stickelmeier, Were, and Weiss families that went to
Bergdorf, as well as the Schumacher{J.Adam} family that went to Glueckstal. Also proven by
GCRA not to be home to the Reiser family and to be home to the Dupper, Fleck{G.Christoph},
Goehring, Kaiser, Kuch, and Reiger families that went to Glueckstal, as well as to the
Schlichter family that settled in Neudorf. Said by the Bergdorf 1814 census to be homeUC to
the Schaefer{G.Fried.} family. And was proven, by the GCRA, not to be the oriigin of the
Lehmann widow whose children settled in Neudorf. See the GCRA book for more on all of
these families.
Entzheim: see Ettenheim.
EnzFN: said by the Blumenort FSL to be fromUC Neusteterwald, Elbing.
EnzFL: also see Ensz.
Enzbach, Stollberg-Gedern
EnzbergGL, Maulbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 4 miles S of Maulbronn town, and proven by GCRA
to be home to the Bauer family that went to Glueckstal. See the GCRA book for more details.
EnzenGL: an unidentified place said by the Kano FSL to be homeUC to a Kaeser family. There were at
least three Enzens in the Germanies.
EnzheimGL, [Isenburg-Buedingen County]: is some 5 miles W of Buedingen city, and said by the
Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Kopen? family. Or Enzheim could have been owned by
Friedberg Imperial City.
EnzheimGL: see also Insheim.
Enzweihingen, Vaihingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 1.5 miles SE of Vaihingen-an-der-Enz, and said by
KS:438, 578 to be home to the Schuler family that went to Grossliebental and Bergdorf.
Enzweiler, Birkenfeld [Amt], Pfalz: is 6.5 miles NE of Birkenfeld town and 1 mile SW of IdarOberstein town. Proved by the CGRA to be home to Krieger{G.Jakob} who went to
Glueckstal.
Ephardt?FN: said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be fromUC Mekmal?. I could not find this family in the

1798 censuses.
EphraimFN: according to the Belowescher Kolonien FSL there was an Ephraim father-in-law in the
Albert household that was fromUC Mainz (no locality mentioned).
FN
Epp : said by the Orloff FSL to be fromUC Pletzendorff, Tiegenhoff Amt.
Eppe{Johann}: KS127 says married in 1765 in Rosslau. Mai&Marquardt#836 footnote suggests he is
Egge. He is listed in KS127. I did not find him in any published FSL or in Mai1798.
EppenbrunnGL, Rhineland-Palatinate: see Epperbrum.
EppenrodGL: is some 5 miles NW of Limburg-an-der-Lahn, and said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC
to a Karl family, and perhaps to a Knoll family. Eppenrod might have been in the territory of
Holzappel County, or Diez County, or Kurtrier … my map is not clear.
EpperbrumGL, Kurpfalz: an unidentified place said by the Preuss FSL to be home to a Dink? family.
There is an Eppenbrunn, Rhineland-Palatinate, some 12 miles SE of Zweibruecken.
EppingGL, Felzer(?):said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Meer? and perhaps a Flom? family.
This may be the Epping which probably then was in the Pfalz but now is some 9 miles S of
Zweibruecken city, in the Lorraine, France.
EppingenGL: probably is the Eppingen which is 13 miles W of Heilbronn in Baden-Wuerttemberg; said
by the Kamenka FSL to be homeUC to 2 Siegel families.
Eppingen [Amt]GL, Baden: is 13.5 miles W of Heilbronn city, and was a District administrative center.
EppingenGL, Eppingen Amt, Baden: is some 13 miles W of Heilbronn city, and was home to a Wittmer
family that settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa. Also was proven by the GCRA to be home to the
Felhauer/Filhauer /Villhauer, Hochhalter, and Mehlhaf families that settled in Kassel.
Eppingen, Sinsheim [Amt], Baden: mistakenly said by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#117) and KS:467
to have been be homeUC to the Unger family that settled in Neudorf. This surely is the same
place as the previous entry.
EpplebornGL: was 19 km N of Saarbruecken town, and probablywas from 1737 to 1765 in the nominally
indenpenden Lorraine Duchy and from 1766 to the well after the end of the 17th century in the
French province of Lorraine. the Pflaz-Zweibruecken Duchy.
EppsteinGL, Kurmainz: an unidentified place said by the Preuss FSL to be home to a Fritz family. This
is probably Eppstein, Hesse, some 11 miles NE of Mainz.
Epsong?, Schwaben: an unidentified place said by the Seelmann FSL to be homeUC to a Schoenheiter
family. Schwaben often is used in the FSLs to indicate Hapsburgian lands.
ErasmannFN: see Ehresmann.
ErbFN: said by the Jost FSL to be fromUC Ludwigsburg, Wuerttemberg. I could not find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
ErbFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Gruenenbach?. I could not find this family in the 1798
Volga censuses.
ErbFN: said by the Seelmann FSL to be fromUC Hoefen, Bamberg [Bishopric]. I did not locate them or
any descendants in Mai1798.
Erb{J.Henrich}: of Grossen Buseck and in 1754 a godfather in Lollar of Roth{H.Balzar} who settled at
Warenburg FSL #88a.
Erb{Margaretha}: wife of {J.Henrich} and godmother in 1763 to a Braun son in Lollar whose family
later settled at Warenburg FSL #88.
ErbachGL, Falkenstein: said by the Kolb FSL to be homeUC to a Bauer family. I am guessing this was the
Erbach that was some 11 miles S of Weilburg city, Hessen., and that this Falkenstein belonged to
Nassau-Weilburg.
ErbachGL, Kurmainz: is 7 miles WNW of Mainz city, and said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a
Schlager family.
Erbach, [Kur-]Trier: said by the Dehler FSL to be homeUC to a Hammerschmidt family. This might be
10 miles NW of Bingen town, a place that would have been very near the Kurtrier-Kurpfalz
border.
ErbachGL, Weilburg: is some 11 miles S of Weilburg town, and said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be
homeUC to a Schmidt family.
Erbach [County]GS: was an independent country in the Odenwald (per Remmick) seated in Erbach city,
now Hessen, some 36 miles SE of Frankfurt-am-Main. Its lands extended in a fairly narrow

path from just beyond Bad Koenig on the N to the southern Hesse border on the S, with an arm
pointing W toward but not including Lindenfels. It held one exclave W of Lindenfels and one
about four miles S of Lindenfels. None of the following references mentioned any locality: Said
by the Anton FSL to be home to Guterich? and Hahn families. Said by the Belowescher
Kolonien FSL to be homeUC to Arnold, Bauer, Blank, Braun, Edel, Ellenbacher, Gorleben,
Koenig, Miller/Mueller, Ramche/Range, Rech/Wergensrech, Sartisson, Stumpf, and
Wenrich families. Said by the Doenhof FSL to be homeUC to a Bauss family. Said ( no locality
mentioned) by the Fischer FSL to be homeUC to a Heinrich family. Said by the Grimm FSL to
be homeUC to a Kerber family. Said by the Pleve and Stumpp versions of the Jagodnaja Poljana
FSL to be homeUC to Blumenschein/Blumenstein (Kromm says the Blumenstein homeUC was
Reichelsheim, Erbach), Hollstein/Holstein, Hergert, Voelker, and Zuergiebel families, and by
both Pleve and Kromm versions to be homeUC to Lahnert and Lautenschlaeger families (no
locality mention in any case), although Kromm thought that the place might have been
Offenbach. Said by the Koehler FSL to be homeUC to a Just family, and possibly to a
Bettenheuser family. Said by Kulberg to be homeUC to these families: Biedermann227,
Guenter24, Martin141, Spaetz175, and Urban25. Said by the Neidermonjou FSL to be
homeUC to a Bischoff man. Said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Retich? family. Said
by Kuhlberg to be homeUC to the Weirauch family. Said by the Shcherbakovka FSL to be
homeUC to the Dietz{David} and {G.David} families.
Erbach- Fuerstenau GS: one of the several Erbach Counts line with some knights’ holdings just to the NW
of Eberbach town mostly along the Finkenbach stream. But they must also have had holdngs
elsewhere because Steinbach does not seem to be nearby.
Erbenson FN: said by the Galka FSL to be fromUC Friedrichsgabe, [Holstein-Gottorp Duchy?]. I could
not find this family in the 1798 Volga censuses.
ErberFN{Georg}: said by the Bangert FSL to be fromUC Weilmuenster, Nassau-Weilburg. I could not
find this family in the index to the 1798 Volga censuses.
Erber{Johann}: married Erhard{Engel Catharina} 1 July 1766 in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#171). I
did not find this couble in any later source.
ErbesFN: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be fromUC Luebeck.
ErbesFN: said by the Doenhof FSL to be fromUC Stollberg (no locality mentioned).
Erbes-Buedesheim GL: see Buedesheim.
Erbig{Catharina}: married Lutze{Vollmerr Benjamin} 22 May 1766 in Rosslau
(Mai&Marquardt#987). KS127 and 145 mistakenly have the date as 1765.
ErboldFN:see Siebold.
ErbsFN{Johannes}: said by the Bettinger FSL to be fromUC Lehn. I could not find them in Mai1798es.
Erbstadt, [Hanau County,] Hessen[-Kassel Landgraviate]: was 15 km NNW of Hanau city and and
was June 176611 km SSE of Friedberg Imperial City (now in Hesse). Said by the Urbach FSL
to be homeUC to frau Spindler/the widow Weber{Ernst} and perhaps to Herr Weber{Ernst}
himself? The Derr family of Walter has been traced back to Doerr{Joachim} here.
ErbstettenGL, Marbach [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 5 miles E of Marbach-am-Neckar, and was proven by
the GCRA to be home to the Seeger family that went to Glueckstal.
ErchardtFN: said by the Phillipsfeld FSL to be an orphan young manl in the Hose household.
.
Erck/Erk/Irk{J.Christoph, father of Baer{A.Katharina} and of Frick{A.Margaretha}: Kulberg6319 lists
him as a widower residing in the household of his son-in-law Baer{J.Conrad}. The Frank FSL
#77 lists him as a widower from Nidda, Hesssen-Darmstadt. Ruth Froelke confirms that origin
and his parents there in the 1600s. As a widower he arrived in Russia on the same ship as another
daughter {A. Katharina} (Kulberg6319 and 6320). He then became a first settler in Frank FSL
#77 where his origin was given as Nidda. I did not find either him or his family name in
Mai1798. For a bit more information go to http://cvgs.cu-portland.edu/origins/e/erck_frank.cfm.
Erck/Erk/Irk{A.Katharina, daughter of J.Christoph}: probably born in Nidda. In Russia she married
Baer{J.Konrad} just prior to their arrival in Jagodnaja Poljana. For more information go to
http://cvgs.cu-portland.edu/origins/b/baer_yagodnaya_polyana.cfm .
Erck/Erk/Irk{A.Margaretha, daughter of J.Christoph}: married Frick{J.Heinrich} in Nidda.

Erck{A.Maria}: daughter of {Christoph} fromUC Nidda married Zimmer{Johannes} 26 June 1766 in
Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#715). KS127 & 165 repeats this. With Zimmer husbamd
{.Johann} and 2 children arrived in Russia 13 Sept 1766 (Kulberg6288). Not found in any later
source..
Erdmann{Daniel+w}: said by Kulberg28 to be fromUC Dresden. I did not find them in T or in any
published FSL.
ErcksFN: see Erksin.
ErdanFN: see Jordan.
ErderFN{Johannes}: Gerhard Lang proved him born in 1714. Then in 1745 in Leutershausen he
married Weber{M.Barbara}. They immigrated first to Denmark (Schleswig-Holstein), and then
in 1763 to Russia. They settled in Anton FSL (#9) said to be fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt,
Kurpfalz. Spelled Erder in 1798 (Mai1798:An1).
ErderFN{Johannes}: Gerhard Lang proved him born in 1714. Then in 1745 in Leutershausen he
married Weber{M.Barbara}. They immigrated first to Denmark (Schleswig-Holstein), and then
in 1763 to Russia. They settled in Anton FSL (#9) said to be fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt,
Kurpfalz. Spelled Erder in 1798 (Mai1798:An1).
Erdiner?/ErdingerFN{Paul}: said by Kulberg101 and by the Katharinenstadt FSL (#92) to be fromUC
Augsburg (no locality mentioned). Not found in either T or Mai98.
Erdinger: see Erdiner.
ErdmannFN: said by the Grimm FSL to be fromUC Darmstadt (no locality mentioned).
Erdmann FN: also see Ermann.
ErdmannhausenGL, Ludwigsburg [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is some 5.5 miles NE of Ludwigsburg city,
and proven by the GCRA to be home to the Haegele and Jenner families that went to Bergdorf.
Evidently after the Bergdorf emigrants left, the Amt jurisdiction was shifted from Ludwigsburg
to Marbach Amt. Was proven by the GCRA to be home to the Schmierer and Schwarzwaelder
families that settled in Neudorf.
Erdmannsweiler, Prussian Poland: aka Kochanow-bei-Gluchow, and associated by the GCRA with a
Kaul family in 1805.
ErengaGL, Isenburg: said by the Walter FSL (#81) to be homeUC to a Windecker family. The Walter
Research Group has confirmed in parish records that there were Windecker family in
Herrnhaag, Isenburg (now Hessen). The Pleve version of this FSL gave the locality as
Heringen(?), Isenburg.
Erenstramin?FN: said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Bischtau?, Holstein. I cannot find this family in
the 1798 Volga censuses.
Erenstramin? FN: frau Erenstramin? was said by the Enders FSL to be fromUC Tosrei?, Sachsen.
EresmannFN: see Ehresmann.
ErffurtFN: see Erfurth.
ErfurtGL, Kurpfalz: said by the Schuck FSL to be homeUC to a Hellinger family. Must be a mistake for
Erfurt, Kurmainz.
ErfurtGL, Thueringen: said by the Dreispitz FSL to be homeUC to a Lieders? family. Must be Erfurt,
Kurmainz.
Erfurt/EhrfurtGS, [Kurmainz]: the city acquired substantial territory around it and then in 1664 was
conquered by the Archbishop of Mainz, thus becoming part of Kurmainz. It is in Thueringen
some 14 miles E of Gotha. In 1760’s Thueringen was a geographical description not a state.
Said by the Boaro FSL to be homeUC to a Losgus? family. Said by the Dinkel FSL to be homeUC
to a Seingold? family. Said by the Graf FSL to be homeUC to a Hatzer family. Said by the Jost
FSL to be homeUC to Kirchner and Rudolph families. Said by the Kamenka FSL to be homeUC
to a Schiebert/Schibert/Schubert? family. Said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be homeUC to a
Wendehahn family. Said by the Seelmann FSL to be homeUC to a Gries family. Said by the
Warenburg FSL to be homeUC to Gruenbaum and Winkler families. Although nominally
belonging to Kurmainz, the place operated very independently, so that an FSL may refer to it as
part of Thueringen or Kursachsen.
Erfurt/Erfurth{Catharina/Catharina Maria}: a widow who arrived in Russia 9 July 1766 with two
offspring, said to be fromUC Koethen (Kulberg1249). Later in 1766 with her two offspring

{Gottfried & Christiana Maria}in Oranienbaum she took transport for the Volga, she however
died during that trip (T5339-5341). By 7 June 1767 the son still single had settled at Orlovskaya
FSL #86 said to be fromUC Koethen¸ and the daughter was living with her brother {Ludwig} at
FSL #1, he said to be fromUC Anhalt.
Erffurt{Christiana}: was a godparent at the 9 May 1766 Luebeck baptism of a daughter of
Belger{J.Andreas} and his Koebel wife {M.Elisabeth} (Mai&Marquardt:#1351).
Erffurt{Elionora}: was a godparent at the 9 May 1766 Luebeck baptism of a
daughter of Belger{J.Andreas} and his Koebel wife {M.Elisabeth} (Mai&Marquardt:#1351).
Erfurth{Heinrich Gottfried}: by 7 June 1767 he, single, had settled at Orlovskaya FSL #86, said to be
from Koethen.
Erfurth/Ehrfurt/ErffurtFN{Karl Gottfried}: he, wife {Eleonora} and infant son {Ludwig} arrived in
Russia 4 July 1766, he said to be fromUC Koethen (Kulberg1242). Later in 1766 he (Gottfried}
and wife {Eleonora} in Oranienbaum took ship for the Volga (T7329-5340) By 7 June 1767 he
with wife {Sophia} ahd settled at Orlovskaya FSL #8, hs said to be fromUC Anhalt-Koethen (no
locality mentioned) The family name was given as Ehrfurt and his wife’s maiden name was
given as Ellermeier when they were discharged to Moscow in 1776 (Mai1798:Mv2135). His
wife Erffurt{Sophia Elionora} and his likely sister Erffurt{Christina Maria} were God-parents
at the baptism of a Belger daughter in Luebeck in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt:#1351).
Erfurth/ErffurtFN{Ludwig/Siegmund Ludwig}: arrived single in Russia 12 May 1766, said to be fromUC
Anhalt-Koethen (Kulberg161). Later in 1766 in Oranienbaum Erhaert(sic){Sigm.Lud} took
ship for the Volga as “Schultz” or head man of his group (T5287), said group included his mother
{Catharina Maria}, sister {Christina Maria} and brother {Gottfried} (T5339-5341) , and a
possible brother {Carl} and his wife {Eleonora} (T5329-5330). By 7 June 1767 he, still as
headman, and his sister had settled at Orlovskaya FSL #1, he said to be fromUC Anhalt (no
locality mentioned).. By 7 June 1767 he and his sister {Christina Maria} had settled at
Orlovskaya FSL #1, he said to be fromUC Anhalt (no locality mentioned. Both his mother and
sister had been God-parents at the baptism of a Belger daughter in Luebeck in 1766
(Mai&Marquardt:#1351).
ErfurthFN: said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be fromUC Koethen. The family name was spelled Ehrfurt in
1798 (Mai1798:Or12).
Erfurt{Siegmund}: from Anhalt-Kothen: (no FSL, not in T
ErgenderFN: see Hergenraeder.
Erhard /Ehrhard/Erhardt/HardtFN: are interfiled together in the following:
ErhartFN: said by the Bauer FSL to be fromUC Gross-Bieberau, Darmstadt. In 1798 spelled Erhard
(Mai1798:Br66, 26, 40, 53, 54, Bz106) and Engard (Br28).
Ehrhard/Erhard{J.Georg}: Danish records say this Lutheran leftUC Kurpfalz while the Moritz Leaving
Lists in records of the Franconian Knights Circle say he was fromUC Birkenau, Wambolt of
Umstadt Barony, Odenwald Canton, Fränkischer Ritterkreis arriving at Fridericia, Juetland
Royal Province in May 1760; he, his wife and 2 children lived in Colony J1 “Friderichshoi”,
Hald Amt being last registed in Denmark in April 1763. They arrived at Kronstadt near
St.Petersburg in May 1766 and in August signed their intent to settle in Hirschenhof colony in
Latvia (EEE p.388, for more detail see that).
ErhardFN{Jacob}: Danish records say this man leftUC the Oder region arriving at Flensburg, Schleswig
Royal Duchy in June 1762; he, his wife and 2 children lived at #5 in Colony T4 “Sophienthal”,
Todern Amt until leaving in May 1765. They are recorded in the parish records of NeuSaratowka colony near St. Petersburg (EEE p.394, see that for more).
EhrhardtFN{J.Christoph}: Danish records say a man of this name leftUC Hohenlohe arriving at Flensburg,
Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1762; he probably later settled in Shcherbakovka (EEE p. 394,
for more see that). Said by the Shcherbakovka FSL #11 to be fromUC Seebach. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Sv11.
ErhardFN: listed by both the 1816 Neudorf census (#16) and KS:257 without origin. See the GCRA book
for more.
ErhardFN: said by the1798 Schoenchen census to be the maiden name of frau Winterich
(Mai1798:Sn23).

Erhardt{Heinrich}FN: probable early settlers of Zuerich this family left in 1786 for the Caucasian Line
(Mai1798:Mv3087). I could not find any of them in any FSL or in Mai1798.
Erhard{Engel Catharina}: married Erber{Johann} 1 July 1766 in Luebeck (Mai&Marquardt#171). I
did not find this couble in any later source.
Ehrhardt{J.Jacob}: leftUC Darmstadt [I had this note but with no source?? – ed.]
Erhard{Jost}: KS127 says he was fromUC Steinbach? now in Hesse.
Erhardt? FN: also see Gerhardt.
ErichFN: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be fromUC Stockholm, Schweden.
Eriksen{Oteto+w+3c}: Kulberg240 said they were fromUC Holstein. Not found in T, nor in any
published FSL.
ErinFN: also see Gruen.
Erinz?GL: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to the Goetz family.
Erk: see Erck.
ErkertFN: settled, no date given, in Gueldendorf, Odessa; family records found by Curt Renz in
Steinheim, Murr-Marbach parish, Wuerttemberg.
Erksin/ErksFN{Klaus/Claus}: Danish records say that he probably was from Schleswig Duchy arriving at
Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in June 1762, that his wife {Anna Catharina}, married in
Sept 1764 from Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate was the widow of Rickert{J.Conrad} who
had died in 1762 in Haarburg, and that they (man, wife and 3 step daughters) left Denmark in late
April 1765 (EEE p.393, for more see that). Said by the Doenhof FSL #17 to be fromUC Holstein
(no locality mentioned).
ErlachGL, Brandenburg: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to the Kofent
family. I can find no Erlach in the old Brandenburg lands, but there is an Erlach near the town of
Brannenburg in Bavaria.
ErlachGS: a misspelling of Erbach in Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records.
Erland(?)GL: an unidentified place said by the Belowescher Kolonien FSL to be homeUC to a Thierlein
family. Might be Erbach or Kurland??
ErlangGL: see Christian Erlang and Erlangen.
ErlangenGL, [Brandenburg-Bayreuth Margraviate]: is some 35 miles SW of Bayreuth city, now in
Bavaria, but from 1603 until 1806 was consistently part of the Brandenburg-Bayreuth
Margraviate. Said by the Boaro FSL to be homeUC to a Borell family; the Wohrd ML says it
was Erlang; Stumpp says this place was in Bavaria (Mai&Marquardt#774). Said by the
Herzog FSL to be home to frau Weigel; a Luebeck ML says her maiden name was Bergel,
marrying Weigel in 1765 (Mai&Marquardt#29). Said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be
homeUC to a Mueller family. Said by the Warenburg FSL to be homeUC to
Meier{Christoph&frau}. Erlangen was a semi-independent city associated with Bayreuth
because the Brandenburg owned both.
Erlangen, [Brandenburg-]Bayreuth [Margraviate]: is the previous entry.
ErlauGS: a misspelling of Erbach in Fraenkisch-Crumbach parish records.
ErlbachGL: an unidentified place said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Beckel? family. There
were 9 Erlbach in Bavaria and 3 in Saxony. See Markt Erlbach.
ErleFN: see Erler.
ErlenbachFN: said by the Mariental FSL to be fromUC Ladenburg, Kurfalz.
ErlenbachFN: said by the Paulskaya FSL to be fromUC Elbenrod.
ErlenbachGL: an unidentified place in which the Teske immigrant to Bergdorf may have been born; see
the GCRA book for detail.
ErlenbachGL, Erbach: is about 1 mile SE of Erbach city, and said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to
a Stumpff family
Erlenbach, Germersheim [Amt], Rheinpfalz: is some 11 miles SW of Germersheim city, and was home
to a Runk family that settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa. Home to a Wiesst/Wiest family that
settled in Rohrbach, Odessa. The GCRA has proven that this was home to the Jordan woman
who may have been frau Steinhauer and who later died as the widow of Abel{Andreas}. It was
proven by the GCRA as home to the Bolaender/Bohlaender/Bollaender family that was for a
time in Neudorf. In the 1760’s this probably was part of Zweibruecken Duchy.

Erlenbach, Heilbronn [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is some 2.5 miles NE of Heilbronn city, and was mistaken
by KS:230 for Erlenbach, Germersheim [Amt], Rheinpfalz, home to the Bolaender family
Erlenbach-am-Main, Kurmainz: is some 12 miles S of Aschaffenburg city.
ErlerFN: said by the Rohleder FSL to be fromUC Wuerzburg. May have been spelled Erle in 1789
(Mai1798:Mv2428).
ErlichFN: said by the Dobrinka FSL to be a step-son in the household of Schneider fromUC Kelzhaus(?),
Kurpfalz.
ErlichFN: maiden name of the wife of Kener of Herzog (Mai1798:Hr20).
ErlichFN{M.Dorothea}: married Arendt{J.Jacob} 4 April 1766 in Rosslau (Mai&Marquardt#889);
KS:119 & 127 mistakenly say it was in 1765). Not found in Kulberg or in T. By 25 Aug 1767
this Arndt couple had settled at Walter FSL #55, he said to be from Danzig [Free City].
ErlichhaeuserFN: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be fromUC Mergentheim.
ErligheimGL, Ludwigsburg [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is some 9.5 miles NNW of Ludwigsburg town, and
was said by KS:286 to be homeUC to the Gugel family that lived for a time in Bergdorf. This was
proven wrong by the GCRA; see their book for details.
ErmannFN: said by the Schwab FSL to be fromUC Teschow. Pleve thought this might also be spelled
Erdmann, but I can find no evidence for that. I could not find them in Mai1798 under either
spelling.
Ermisch/Hemrisch{J.Christopff/Christoph}: was a god parent at the 22 May 1766 Luebeck baptism of
the son of Scheel{J.Heinrich & Sophia} (Mai&Marquardt#1310). On 4 July 1766 {Christoph &
wife Johanna} arrived in Russia, he said to be fromUC Zerbst (Kulberg1408). Later in 1766 in
Oranienbaum with wife {Charlotta} and two children, he took transport for the Volga during
which trip the wife and a daughter died (T5606-5610). By 7 June 1767 Hemrisch{J.Christoph},
wife {Maria}, 2 children, and 3 Balzer step-children had settled at Orlovskaya FSL #16 and 16a,
he said to be fromUC Zerbst. In 1798 a son was still in Orlovskaya (Mai1798:Or10).
ErmischFN: also see Hemrisch.
Erndtebrueck?GL, [Wittgenstein County]: is some 12 miles NE of Siegen city, and was said by the Kano
FSL to be homeUC to a Schreiber family. Kuhlberg said this was in Wittgenstein.
FN
Erne : said by the Mariental FSL to be fromUC Blasien?.
Ernerten FN: see Endersen.
ErnestinendorfVV: aka Baeckerdorf, Beckerdorf, and Beckersdorf, was a German Lutheran village on
the eastern side of the Volga founded in 1767. The FSL is published in Pleve, Einwanderung …,
vol.I, pp. 395-406. According to this, the first settlers were from the following places with the
family names shown here in parens. If a name is in italics it comes from the Kuhlberg lists. If a
family name is shown coming from more than one place, given names in {} brackets follow the
family name. The number after a name is its FSL household number:
from Achenbach, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: (Koenig41);
from Anzhein?: (Kappes/Kippes25, and possibly Figelnus?25a and Hahn25b);
from Atzenhain, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: (Gruen{Hermann}35, Kutscher{Caspar},
Leisel/Leiser{Conrad}37,{J.Heinrich}38, });
from Berod, Kurpfalz: (Lir/Lehr/Riel6);
from Buedingen, [Isenburg]: (Fischer16);
from Burg Gemuenden, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: (Krebe45);
from Eckenstaghausen?, Solms: (Schaefer/Siefert??24);
from Elberrod?: (Lill?8);
from Elsdorf, Darmstadt: (Koch28);
from Elzach, [Hapsburgian Lands]: (Lamm21);
from Engelrod, [Riedesel Barony]: (Roth20);
from Falwinhausen?, Waldeck: (Grebing/Greving27, and possibly Jung{H.Christian}27a);
from Fauerbach: (Philipp{Carl}11);
from Fauerbach, [Solms-Braunfels Principality]: (Hartmann18, Wasmuth/Wassmuth9);
from Gevmenrod?: (Felden?/Feld/Feldt4);
from Griedelbach, [Solms-Braunfels Principality]: (Ebert13,
Schwabacher?/Schweichert/Schwabecher15, and possibly Diel15a);

from Hamburg [Imperial City]: (Seibert{Hermann}2);
from Hattenbach, [Hersfeld Principality]: (Walter/Walker44);
from Heimbach: (Eckel/Jaekel43);
from Herzhausen, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: (Arnhold/Arnold22, and possibly
Eberhardt22a);
from Izel?, Darmstadt: (Becker{Johann}23);
from Krossigbusig?: (Faber/Faubus33);
from Leisel: (Fink19);
from Naugen?, Hanau: (Philipp{Christian}46);
from Oberdorf: (Damm40);
from Oberkleen, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: (Becker{J.Jacob}1,
Stumper?/Stumpf12);
from Preetz?: (Litauer?5);
from Queckborn: (Reis{Johannes}14, and possibly Reis{Johann,Conrad}14a);
from Ruttershausen?: (Winkelhausen/Winkelaus29);
from Schwarz, Darmstadt: (Enflender?17);
from Schwarzenbach, Darmstadt: (Schmidt26);
from Stangenrod, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: (Kutscher{J.Georg}/Kutchera34,
(Kutscher?{Johann}/Kutscher39, Ron?/Rohn42);
from Staufenberg: (Becker{J.Heinrich}31 and possibly Falk?31a);
from Staufenberg, Hessen: (Jung(J.Heinrich30);
from Vadenrod, [Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate]: (Dirlau3);
from Wallernhausen, [Isenburg-]Budedingen: (Stang7);
from Warzenbach, [Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate]: (Selbert{Johannes}/Selb32);
from Westhofen, Hessen: (Hufnagel?/Hufnagel10).
Ernst{Rosina}: EEE p.452 said she was servant to Hollstein{Jacob and wife} who settled in Denmark
and then Galka.
ErnstFN: said by the Koehler FSL to be the maiden name of frau Ziegler. The 1798 census says the same
(Mai1798:Kl150).
ErnstFN: said by the Messer FSL to be fromUC Hannover (no locality mentioned).
ErnstFN: said by the Moor FSL to be fromUC Hessen (no locality mentioned).
ErnstFN: said by the Moor FSL to be a nephew living in the Roth household.
Ernsthofen, Lictenberg Amt, Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate: is 8 miles SW of Darmstadt city
centre. EEE p.562 said this was homeUC to Risch{J.Michael} who settled in Denmark.
GL
Ero(?) , Sachsen: an unidentified place said by the Kratzke FSL to be homeUC to a Hauf family.
ErpelGL, Nassau: is some 31 miles NW of Nassau town, and said by the Bauer FSL to be homeUC to a
Bauer family.
ErpfingenGL, Reutlingen Oberamt, Wuerttemberg: is some 9 miles S of Reutlingen, and was home to
Breitenbuecher, Hetzel and Schweigert families settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa, and was home
to a Hermann family that left Erpfingen in 1817.
Erschail(?)GL, Derik(?), Frankreich: an unidentified place said by the Goebel FSL to be homeUC to a
Tirant family. Might this be Versailles, Paris, France??
Erschten Hellbrunn? GL, Holstein: an unidentified place said by the Laub FSL to be homeUC to a
Schwimle family.
ErsingenGL: said by the Orlovskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Weber family. This may have been in the
Baden Margraviate 12 miles SE of Karlsruhe city.
Ersrach(?), Kur Trier: an unidentified place said by the Preuss FSL to be home to a
Gammerikh/Hammerich? family.
Erstein(?)GL, Birkenfeld(?): said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Weber family. This may be
some 11 miles SSW of Strabourg in Alsace.
Ersterk?GL, Schlesien: an unidentified place said by the Fischer FSL to be homeUC to a Kraus family
ErtelFN: said by the Dinkel FSL to be fromUC Dinkelscherben, Schwaben.
ErtelFN{Joseph}: said by the Rohleder FSL (#21) to be fromUC Ulm [Imperial City?]. For 1798 see
Mai1798:Kn32.

ErtelFN{A.Barbara}: Joseph’ss wife was said by the Rohleder FSL (#21) to be fromUC [Kur-]Trier (no
locality mentioned).
ErtelFN{J.Peter & Philippina Margarethe}: said by the Schaefer FSL (#46a) to be step-children in the
Knaup household. For 1798 see Mai1798: Sf24.
ErtelFN: the Schaefer FSL indicates that this widow must have become frau Knaup.
Ertel{Gottlieb}: KS:82 and 127 say he was fromUC Breslau and in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area
as part of the group of colonists transported under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet
Rehbinder. I have not found him in any published FSL or in Mai1798.
ErtelFN: see also Eberle.
ErthFN{Just/Jost}: said by the Balzer FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no country or locality identified).
KS127 has the same information. I could not find either father or son in the 1798 Volga censuses.
ErtleFN: also see Eberle.
Ertz{Eliesabetha}: married Reiffen{Johannes} in Buedingen 17 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#552).
Not found in any later source.
Erzein(?)GL, Darmstadt: an unidentified place said by the Dobrinka FSL to be homeUC to a Heidelbach
family.
ErzenhausenGL, Kurpfalz: is some 7 miles NW of Kaiserslautern city, and said by the Bauer FSL to be
homeUC to a Baum family.
ErzhasenGL, Nassau: said by the Kisling family (Warenburg colony) chart to be homeUC to a Schiffman
family. This was a mistranscription of Merzhausen, Nassau[-Usingen Principality].
ErzhausenGL: see Elzhausen.
Erzingen, Balingen [Amt], Wuerttemberg: is 2 miles SW of Balingen city, and the GCRA proved that
the Goehring{Jakob} born here never went to Kassel.
ErzweilerGL: see Ehnweiler.
EschGL, Nassau: is some 11 miles SW of Usingen town, and said by the Bangert FSL to homeUC to an
Eckert family. Nassau here probably is short for the Duchy of Nassau-Usingen.
EschGL, Schoenborn [County]: now spelled Aisch, some 12 miles S of Bamberg city, and said by the
Lauwe FSL to be homeUC to a Grefenstein family.
GL
Esch , [Kur-]Trier: said by the Rothammel FSL to be homeUC to a Kraemer family. This probably is
the Esch that is some 14 miles NE of Trier.
Eschach(?), Erbach [County]: an unidentified place said by the Pleve version of the Walter FSL (#63a)
to be homeUC to the orphan Mueller{Michael}. There were at least six Eschach in the Germanspeaking lands, but I could not find any within the bounds of the former Erbach County.
Eschach?GL, Olenburg?: said by the Lauwe FSL to be homeUC to a Winter family. There is an Eschach
some 10 miles WNW of Aalen city, but it looks like it then would have been part of Limpurg
County; no Olenburg state has so far been identified. According to a Woehrd ML the daughter
of a man of this name fromUC Aalen, Swabia married in 1766 a Lauchner man fromUC
Wolkenstein, Bamberg (Mai&Marquardt#818).
EschauGL/GS: an unidentified place said by the Buedingen ML to be homeUC to the Voelcker woman who
married in 1766 in Buedingen an Eichmann man; [by 1767they were in Schwab]
(Mai&Marquardt#722). KS:126 says this place was near Aschaffenburg in Bavaria; KS:161
says it was near Erbach in Hessen. Said by the Schwab FSL to be homeUC to the Voelker and
Mueller families; this place was called Eschen in a Voelker-Ort marriage record
(Mai&Marquardt#600).
Eschau BaronyGS: Eschau town, now in Bavaria, is 18 km E of Hoechst-im-Odenwald, 19 km SSE of
Aschaffenburg and 15 km NE of Erbach city. Thomas Hoeckmann’s “1789” map p.5 appears to
place a small barony in the same place that Eschau now occupies, so I have tentatively assumed
that Eschau town was the seat of a barony of the same name.
Eschbach, Riedesel: said by a Friedberg ML to be home to the Moser woman who married a Kuhn man
in 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#325); by 1767 this couple was in Straub. This might be a mistake
for Eisenbach.
Eschbach, Runkel[sic?]: an unidentified place said by the Warenburg FSL to be homeUC to an Eng and
possibly to a Geier family. There are at least 10 Eschbachs in Germany, none of them apparently
in lands that belonged to Runkel.

EschbachFN: see Eschhach.
EschelbronnGL, Sinsheim [Amt], Baden: is 4.5 miles N of Sinsheim city, and erroreously said by the
1816 Glueckstal census to be homeUC to Stock. Mistakenly said by the 1816 Neudorf census
(#81) to have been homeUC to the Heid/Heil family that settled in Neudorf. See the GCRA book
for more detail.
Eschen: an unidentified place said to be homeUC to Thuernff{J.Adam}who married
Kather{A.Margaretha} in Buedingen 28 April 1766 (Mai&Marquardt#601).
Eschen GL: see Eschau.
Eschenau: is 16 km NW of Nuernberg city centre and was said to be homeUC to {Johannes} the father of
Schaub{Clara Regina}who married Nuebler{Christoph} in Woehrd 15 Apr 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#772).
Eschenbach: an unidentified place said by the Seelmann FSL to be homeUC to a Kletterer family. There
are at least 9 Eschenbachs in lands that were German-speaking.
EschenbachGL, [Kur-]Bayern: now Eschenbach-in-der-Oberpfalz, 13.5 miles SE of Bayreuth city, and
said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Schmalz family.
Eschenbrenner: go to Aschenbrenner.
EschenshausenGL, Lower Saxony: see Eckenshausen.
Eschenvelden/ Eschenfelden, Sulzbach Duchy: is 23 km NW of Amberg, and was said to be homeUC to
Schlegel{Georg} who married Zeberlin{Anna} in Woehrd 2 June 1766
(Mai&Marquardt#820). KS154 has Eschenfelden near Amberg.
Eschern GL: see Eschau.
EschhachFN: said by the Norka FSL to be fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). Spelled Eschbach in
the 1775 Norka census. I cannot find them in the index to the 1798 censuses. 207
EschlerFN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Kamnitz/Kamitz.
Eschstedt(?)GL, Kurmainz: an unidentified place said by the Roethling FSL possibly to be homeUC to the
Schwab family.
Eschwege, Bavaria: the only Eschwege that I can find was in Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate 42 km ESE
of Cassel city and over 200 km NW of the northern most piece of Bavaria in 1766. Said to be
near Grebendorff (KS133).
Eschwege, Hessen-Kassel Landgraviate: is 12 km NE of Waldkappel and 42 km SE of Kassel city.
Ese?FN, see Ehse.
Eshouf?FN: said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be an orphan boy in the Hassel household.
EsikFN: see Essieg.
EsikhFN: see Essieg.
EslerFN: said by the Bauer FSL to be fromUC Rederank, Mecklenburg with Roth step-children from
Schuerfeld, Kurpfalz in the household. I could not find the Eslers in Mai1798.
EslerFN: said by the1798 Dietel census to be the maiden name of frau Wendel Bruchbach.
Esnich?, Daenemark [Kingdom]: an unidentified place said by the Stahl-am-Tarlyk FSL to be homeUC
to the Wolf family.
EspereinFN: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be fromUC Karling with a Blumberger step-son in the
household. Spelled Oesterlein in 1798 (Mai1798:Om30).
Esrenhaeuser/Esrenheiser?FN: said by the Kamenka FSL to be fromUC Hanau.
Esrenheiser?FN, see Esrenhaeuser.
Esse?GL, Frankreich: an unidentified place said by the Koehler FSL to be homeUC to a Siebert family.
Essegney? GL, Frankreich: is some 67 miles WSW of Strasbourg and said by the Louis FSL to be
homeUC to a Hein family.
EsselbachGL, Kurmainz, Unterfranken: an unidentified place said by the Roethling FSL possibly to be
home to a Renndorf family.
EssenGL, Berg Duchy: is 10 miles Eof Duisburg. Also see Hoffsin.
EssenheimGL, Bavaria: see Eisenheim.
EsserFN: listed by the Bergdorf 1858 census (KS:668) without origin. The GCRA proved spelling to be a
mistake for Jesser.
Essieg{Georg}: KS:82 and 127 say this party of 3 fromUC Winterberg (which Stumpp noted was in
Westfalen) in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported

under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. listed at #47 in the 1775 Schilling
census and is a likely first settler there.
Essieg/Essig{Michael}: Danish records say this man born in the Hessen-Darmstadt Landgraviate,
resident in Buexhausen arrived at Flensburg, Schleswig Royal Duchy in Nov 1761; he was
assigned to settle in Tondern Amt. He was released in June 1763 (EEE p.396, for more see
that). KS:82 and 127 say his party of 4 fromUC Winterberg (which Stumpp noted was in
Westfalen) in 1764 was sent on to the Saratov area as part of the group of colonists transported
under the command of Captain Paykul and Cornet Rehbinder. Listed at #57 in the 1775 Schilling
census he was a likely first settler there. On the Schilling website, Gary Martens says the family
origin was inUC Winterber, Westfalen.
EssigFN: see Essieg.
Essin(?)GL: see Essingen.
Essingen?, [Woellwarth Barony]: is 6 km SW of Aalen city centre and was said by the Schuck FSL to be
homeUC to a Regenbach family. There is another Essingen but this seems the more likely. In his
first translation Pleve spelled this Essin(?).
EsslauerFN: said by the Graf FSL to be fromUC Regesnburg. The 1798 census says his wife’s maiden
name was Leidecker (Mai1798:Gf47).
EsslauerFN: said by the Ober-Monjou FSL to be an orphan girl living in the Wilhelm household.
EsslerFN: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be fromUC Aschaffenburg.
EsslingenGS: in the 1760s was a city state some 7 miles SE of Stuttgart.
Esslingen [Amt]GL, Wuerttemberg: is 7 miles SE of Stuttgart city and after 1804 was a District
administrative center.
EssweilerGL: see Ehnweiler.
Estines?GS: an unidentified country. See Batave.
EstlandGS: is German for Estonia.
EstoniaGS: see Estland.
Estrig?, Kurmainz: an unidentified place said by the Brabander FSL to be homeUC to a Meringer family.
Etalt?GL: an unidentified place said by the Boregard FSL to be homeUC to the Elmknecht? family, and
possibly a Lenert family.
EterFN{Bernhard}: he married Bing{Catherine} 9 March 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#395,
KS122 & 127). I did not find them in Kulberg, T, any published FSL or in Mai1798.
EtherFN[Bona Wentura}: said by the Volmer FSL (#12) to be fromUC Worms, Kurpfalz.
EthingFN{Hermann}: KS127 says he was fromUC Alsfeld, now in Hesse. I could not find him in any FSL
or in Mai1798.
EtingenGL, Magdeburg: is some 26 miles NW of Magdeburg city, and said by the Bauer FSL to be
homeUC to a Lissau family.
GS
Etling : an unidentified German state. There was an Esslingen city state some 7 miles SW of Stuttgart.
Ettenheim: an unidentified place said to be near Strasburg; this might be Entzheim, 11 km SW of
Strassburg city..
EttlingenGL: is 4 miles S of Karlsruhe and is said by the Kamenka FSL to be homeUC to a Kreschel
family. See Oettling, Baden-Durlach.
Ettlingen?, Markgrafschaft Baden-Durlach: said by the Rosenheim FSL to be homeUC to a
Henselmann. Same place as the previous entry.
EttlingerFN: this family name was found recorded in Schlitz and in Tann marriage records 1762-1767; see
Flegel trip.
EttmannFN: see Eckmann.
EttmannsweilerGL, Nagold Oberamt, Wuerttemberg: is some 9 miles NW of Nagold, BadenWuerttemberg, and was home to a Bauerle family that settled in Gueldendorf, Odessa.
EttringenGL, Braunfels: an unidentified place said by the Kukkus FSL to be homeUC to a Seib family.
EtuengFN: this family name was found recorded in Schlitz marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
Etzberger{Philipp}FN: listed in the 1798 Straub census (Sr24) but I did not find him in any FSL.
EtzelFN: said by the Pfeiffer FSL to be fromUC Wertheim.
EtzelFN: also see Hetzel.
Etzen-Gesaess: is 11 km N of Erbach city.

Etzenheim?, Kurtrier: an unidentified place said by the Dietel FSL to be homeUC to an Ungeheuer
family.
EueselFN: go to Eisel .
Euler{A.Catharina/Katharina}: by July 1767 {Georg} with wife {Katharina}, wife, and 3 children had settled
in Huck FSL #81. No further information found.
Euler/EilerFN{J.Georg}: on 9 Aug 1766 with wife {A.Dorothea} and 2 daughters ages 10 & 7 he arrived
in Russia (Kulberg4017). By July 1767 with 2nd(?) wife {A.Maria]} and 2 daughters ages 11 & 8
by his first wife, he had settled in Huck FSL #81 and Kuhlberg4017 to be fromUC Isenburg (no
locality mentioned). No further information found.
Hock/HuckFN{Nikolaus/J.Nikolaus}: by July 1767 with wife {Katharina} and 3 children: {A.Sabina} age
12, {Andreas} 7, and {J.Georg} 1.5, he had settled at Grimm FSL #67, said to be fromUC
Isenburg (no locality mentioned). In 1798 Huck{Nicolaus} was a widower living completely
alone in Grimm (Mai1798:Gm156). Patricia Gayol WINDECKER using FLS film #1201842,
items 5-8 found that Hock{J.Nikolaus} b 1732 Rendel, Hesse, in Dec 1754 married
Euler{A.Catharina} b. 1731 Herrnhaag, Hesse producing in Herrnhaag {A.Sabina} Dec 1754,
{Andreas} Sept 1761, and {J.Georg} Apr 1764. No further information found.
Euler/EilerFN{Johannes}: Wayne Bonner proved that he was baptized in Eckartshausen, [IsenburgMarienborn County] in 1727, and that a son was baptized there in 1751. By 15 Aug 1767 he
and wife {Anna} along with his Schifrit step-daughter (the daughter of Schifrit{Kaspar}) had
settled at Norka FSL #86, which said he was fromUC Isenburg (no locality mentioned). I could
not find any members of this folk in Mai1798. For a bit more information go to http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/e/euler_norka.cfm
Euler{J.Conrad}: godfather to Becker{J.Conrad} in Staufenberg in 1765). Young Becker’s parents
settled at Warenburg FSL #87.
Euler{Margaretha}: daughter of the late {J.Jacob} fromUC Haag he married Maurer{J.Philip}1 April
1766 in Buedingen. KS127& 145 said she was wife to Maurer{Michael} a man whose homeUC
was in Mecklenburg. I did not find them in any published FSL.
Euler{Peter}: he married Moers{A.Maria} 11 March 1766 in Buedingen (Mai&Marquardt#406).
KS127 says he was fromUC Herrnhag near Buedingen. I did not find them in any later source.
Eurich{J.Adam}FN: said by the Balzer FSL (#42) to be from Isenburg[-Buedingen County]. KS127
says from Duedelsheim. Bonner proved {J.Adam} in 1755 married in Duedelsheim, where his
Dietzel wife Dietzel{A.Catharia} had been baptized in 1728, and had children baptised here.
Wagner1 says he probably was born in Udenhain from whence he came to Duedelsheim.
Spelled Eurich in 1798 (Mai1798:Pb2 and possibly Bx83). For a bit more information go to
http://cvgs.cu-portland.edu/origins/e/eurich_balzer.cfm.
Eurich{Lorenz}FN: said by the Balzer FSL (#47) to be from DuedelsheimGL, Isenburg-Buedingen
[County]. KS127 just said Isenburg. Bonner and John Wall proved that he married in
Knaus{Susanna Katharina} in 1744, had children baptized 1745-1753, and then buried his wife
here in 1759, all in Duedelsheim. The baptism records for the children of {Lorenz} spelled the
name Eyring. Wagner1 p.83 proved he married in Duedelsheim a woman from Orleshausen.
Spelled Eirich in 1788 and 1798 (Mai1798:Mv54, Bz54, 66, and 77, and possibly Eurich
(Bz83?). For a bit more information go to http://cvgs.cuportland.edu/origins/e/eurich_balzer.cfm.
EurichFN: Dona Reeves-Marquardt has proven that Grimm first settler Fritzler{J.Johann} married a
Eurich woman in Kleingartach prior to going to the Volga and that her Eurich grandfather died
in Finsterrot where her father was born.
EurichFN: said by the Kraft FSL to be fromUC Gelnhausen.
Eurich{Kaspar}: not found in any published FSL but a daughter moved away from Reinwald in 1790
(Mai1798:Mv2407). For 1798, when also spelled Eirich, see Mai1798:Rh14, Rw1,17,42 and 52.
EurichFN: said by the 1798 Reinwald census to be the maiden name of frau Ruppel{Valentin}
(Mai1798:Rw35).
EurichFN: said by the Schwed FSL to be fromUC Lauterbach, Austria.
EuselFN: said by the Krasnoyar FSL to be fromUC Laubach.
EuselFN: also see Eisel, Euesel and Ensel.

Eusserthal, Godramstein [parish], Landau [Amt], Rheinpfalz: is 6 miles NW of Godramstein town,
and was proven by the GCRA to be home to the Thurn/Turn family that settled in Kassel and in
Neudorf.
EutinGL: may be the Eutin in Schleswig-Holstein some 18 miles N of Luebeck city. Said by the Holstein
FSL to be homeUC to a Jung family. Said by the Katharinenstadt FSL to be homeUC to a Hense
family.
EvansRN, Doris: in her 2003 Brunnental-Frank-Kolb Village Report, she reported on their “Research into
Germany” project. Her report is available at: http://www.ahsgr.org/vc2003A_F.htm#Frank.
Evers{Bernhard}: KS127 said he was fromUC Paderborn.
EversdorfGL: an unidentified place said by the Paulskaya FSL to be homeUC to a Kraemer family. There
were at least 3 Eversdorfs and a zillion Ebersdorfs in the Germanies.
Evert{Barbara}: a Luebeck ML records her14 May 1766 marriage to Eerdt{Michael}
(Mai&Marquardt#152). KS124 mistakenly gives the year as 1765. I found no later record of
them..
Evgel[?]{Susanna}FN: listed in the 1772 Pobochnaya first settlers’ list as the wife of
Schneider{Heinrich} (pb17).
EwaldFN: said by the Leichtling FSL to be fromUC Alzey (no locality mentioned).
EwaldFN{J.Peter}:Danish records say this man leftUC Kellere Waldeck, Heidelberg Oberamt or Hanau
[County] arriving at Fridericia, Juetland Royal Province in May 1760; he with his wife and
child lived in Colony J7 “Friderichsnaade”, Coldinghuus Amt; last recorded in Denmark in Jan.
1766 (EEE p.396, for more see that). Said by the Walter FSL #77 to be fromUC Fegenheim,
Hanau County.
EwaldFN: this family name was found recorded in Tann marriage records 1762-1767; see Flegel trip.
Ewel(?){A.Elisabeth}: in 1798 she was 56 yrs-old in Hussenbach with her Ihl husband {Herman} and
two adopted daughters (Mai1798:Hs10).
Ewig/EwichFN{Georg}: Danish records say this man of the Reformed faith leftUC the Heidelberg
Oberamt area, Kurpfalz arriving at Fridericia, Juetland Royal Province in Nov 1759; he with
his wife and 2 daughteers lived in Colony J2 “Friderrichsheede”, Silkeborg Amt; they were last
registered in Denmark in April 1763 (EEE po.396-97, for more see that). Said by the Anton
FSL #25 to be fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz. For 1798 see Mai1798:An43.
EwigFN{Michael}: said by the Anton FSL #43 to be fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz. For 1798
see Mai1798:An41 where his wife’s maiden name is given as Dubs{A.Margaretha}.
Ewig/EwichFN{Nicolaus}: Danish records say this man of the Reformed faith leftUC Schrieseim,
Heidelberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz arriving at Fridericia, Juetland Royal Province in Nov 1759;
he with his wife and son lived in Colony J2 “Friderrichsheede”, Silkeborg Amt; they were last
registered in Denmark in April 1763 (EEE po.396, for more see that). said by the Anton FSL
#42 to be fromUC Heidelberg Oberamt, Kurpfalz. For 1798 see Mai1798:An42.
Ewo?GL, Frankreich: an unidentified place said by the Koehler FSL to be homeUC to a Siebert family.
Ext(?)GL, Erbach: according to the Frank FSL was homeUC to the Schaefer{Johannes} family. The
Buedingen ML says this is Hoechst, Erbach (Mai&Marquardt#602). Gieg1 proved that this
was Hoechst-im-Odenwald, Umstadt Amt, Breuberg Condominium.
Ext(?)GL, Kurmainz: probably is the Hoeschst that has been incorporated into Frankfurt-am-Main and
now is a SW neighborhood, and said by the Goebel FSL to be homeUC to a Stieb and possibly a
Roth family.
EyeilerGL, Drulingen [Amt], Elsass: is now called Eywiller, some 2.5 miles W of Drulingen town, and
was proven by the GCRA to have been home to the Bieber{Peter} family that went to
Glueckstal.
EyringFN{A.Katharina}: this woman whose father was deceased fromUC Seltersbach married in Schlitz 22
July 1766 Stoppel{J.Christoph} (Mai&Marquardt#733). On 15 Sept 1766 [something is badly
wrong with this sequence of dates!] this couple arrived in Russia (Kulberg6936). ). Later in
1766 in Oranienbaum they took transport for the Volga (T2620-2621).By 27 Aug 1766 this
couple had settled at Boregard FSL #12, he said to be fromUC the environs of Elm [city]. In 1798
they were still in Boregard (Mai&Marquardt:Bo01).
Eyring/Eirich{A.Maria}: married Eyring{Johannes} 20 March 1766 in Buedingen

(Mai&Marquardt#454). KS127 had slightly less than this information. I could not find them in
Kulberg, T, or any published FSL but in 1798 they are recorded as Eirich in Schwab
(Mai1798:Sb20).
Eyring/Eirich{Johannes}: married Eyring{A.Maria} 20 March 1766 in Buedingen
(Mai&Marquardt#454). KS127 had slightly less than this information. I could not find them in
Kulberg, T, or any published FSL but in 1798 they are recorded as Eirich in Schwab
(Mai1798:Sb20).
Eyring{Lorenz}: KS127 says his homeUC was Duedelsheim near Buedingen. I could not find him in any
published FSL.
EyringFN: also see Eurich and Eirich.
Eysel: see Eisel.
Eytel{A.Catharina}: was godmother at the 24 April 1766 Luebeck baptism of a son of Mitz{J.Wilhelm}
and his wife Schwaertzel{M.Elisabeth} (Mai&Marquardt#1287). Not found in any later
source.

